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　　Abstract　　Some new concepts(rank of a loop , degree of f reedom of a graph , path uni t and ordered path arrangement , const raint

degree of path , coupling degree of a graph , basic graph , etc.), f ormulas , and algorithms , are p roposed in this paper.Based on these

concepts , a new systematic theory and practical method for the design of topological structure , kinematics and dynamics of mechanical

systems is established.Some conjectures and problem s needed to be researched are also put forw ard.The concepts , formulae and

algorithms presen ted in this paper w ill find w ide poten tial applicat ions.

　　Keywords:　rank of loop , degree of freedom of graph , constraint degree of path , coupl ing degree of graph.

　　The creative design of modern mechanism with

multi-variable , nonlinear and st rong coupling needs to

solve the following two basic kinds of problems:
topological st ructure synthesis and selection of the

optimum topological st ructure;sy stematic theo ry and

practical method fo r the united model covering

topological st ructure , kinematics and dynamics of

mechanical systems.

The key step toward the solution of the above

problems is to give an appropriate mathematical

expression and to reveal the topological characteristics

of mechanisms.

Some concepts in g raph theory , such as

independent loop , t ree and cut-set , etc.have already

been used in structural design and dynamic analysis of

planar multi-loop mechanism[ 1 , 2] .However , they

face difficulties in revealing the inherent relationships

between kinematics , dynamics and topological

structure of mechanisms , and in solving the tw o basic

problems in the creative design theo ry of modern

mechanism systems(see the preface in Refs.[ 1] and
[ 2]).Therefore , in the Workshop on Fundamental

Issues and Future Research Direct ion for Parallel

M echanisms and Manipulators held by IFToMM

(International Federation on the Theory of Machine

and Mechanism)in 2002 , it w as pointed out that the

optimal design can be divided into tw o main topics:
topology synthesis and dimensional synthesis ,

although it is unclear w hether topology synthesis can

be separated f rom dimensional synthesis fo r PKS

(parallel kinematic st ructure).Perfo rmances of PKS

are highly sensitive to both types of synthesis , hence
optimal design is a crucial issue fo r the development of

ef ficient PKS.The development of this generic

method is a huge project and can only be the result of

a collabo rative work of researchers working in this

field , mathemat icians interested in this type of

problems , and end-users. This effort must be

coordinated , hence the Computational Kinemat ics

Technical Commit tee of IFToMM has proposed to

coordinate this effort[ 5] .

In this paper , a suitable mathematical expression

of the topological st ructure of mechanism is given.
Some new concepts , such as rank of a loop , degree of
f reedom (DOF) of a g raph , path units and their

order , constraint degree of path , coupling degree of a

g raph , basic g raph , etc., and the corresponding

computation algorithms are proposed.All this wo rk

has laid a foundation fo r the theory of topological

st ructure synthesis and optimal selection of topological

st ructure of mechanisms[ 1—3 , 6—10] .Furthermore , a
systematic theory and practical method fo r the design

of topological structure , kinematics and dynamics of

mechanical systems is established[ 1 , 2] .

We expect these concepts and the corresponding

algorithms proposed in this paper can draw the



at tention of mathematicians and thereby bring

solut ions to some more profound problems , such as

the dependence cri terion betw een the ranks of loops ,
the upper bound of coupling degree of a connected

g raph , the mo re ef fective algo rithm for calculation of

coupling deg ree , etc.We also hope that those

concepts , formulas and algorithms generated f rom

theory of mechanisms w ith multi-variables , non-
linear and strong coupling can find more uses and

solve more problems in other f ields.

1 　Mathematical expression of topological

structure of mechanism

Generally , a mechanism is composed of

kinematic pairs and links.Only tw o kinds (R joint

and P joint)of pairs are considered in this paper , as
show n in Table 1.

The mechanism shown in Fig .1(a)is a planar 3-
DOF robot mechanism .

The topological structure should contain the

following informat ion:

(i)Type of kinematic pair:A kinematic pai r

(joint)brings some const raints to the two connected

links , which means the pair rest rained partial relative

motions of the tw o links.The unconstrained relative

motions form f i variables.

(ii)Type of link:A link constrains the relative

posit ion and o rientation of joint axes in the link.In
this paper only the following cases are considered:the
axes are parallel , coinciding , perpendicular , having a

common point , parallel to the same plane , and thei r

combinations , which is called the dimensional type of

const raints to edges by nodes.

(iii) The connecting relationship betw een

different links.That is , through which joint does the

i th link connect the j th link.

Let node (·) represent a link , edge (～ )
represent a joint and the w eight represent the type of

a joint , then the topological structure of a mechanism

sy stem can be represented by a graph.The g raph fo r

the topological structure in Fig.1(a)is show n in Fig.
1(b).Therefo re , a g raph co rresponds to a KC

(kinematic chain , i.e.mechanism).Nevertheless ,
the relative position and o rientation among the axes of

joints can only be represented w ith symbol series.Fo r

example , the mechanism system shown in Fig.1
could be represented as R 1// R 2// R3// R 4// R 5//
R 6//R 7// R8// R 9.For planar mechanism sy stems ,
the representation of the axes orientation can be

omit ted , but for manipulator mechanism systems , the
representation symbol series cannot be omit ted due to

thei r complex relative orientation of joint axes.Only
planar mechanism sy stems are discussed in this paper ,
and the description and analy sis for the topological

structure of spatial mechanisms can be found in Ref.[ 2] .

T able 1.　Kinematic pai rs

Type of

kinematic pair
S ketch Symbol DOF (f i)

Revolute R 1

Prismatic P 1

Fig.1.　Planar 3-DOF robot mechanism (a) and it s graph

representation(b).

2　Rank of loop and DOF of graph

2.1　Rank of a loop

As discussed above , the edge (joint)brings f i

variables to dot(link)while introducing const raints

to it , and do t also brings constraints to the edge.
Thus the loop const raint system is formed.

Definition: the number ξj of independent

constraint of the j th loop in a g raph is equal to it s

rank.

For a mechanism , the rank of loop is equal to the

number of independent displacement equations.

Only mechanism w ith ξj being 3 is discussed in

this paper.Mechanisms w ith ξj being 2—6 are

studied in Ref.[ 2] .

2.2　DOF of g raph
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Defini tion:the number of f ree variables of a

g raph is called its DOF.

According to the above defini tion , the formula

for calculation of DOF is

F =∑
m

i=1
f i -∑

v

j=1
ξj , (1)

where m is the number of edges in the graph

(number of pairs), f i the DOF of the i th edge

(pair), ξj the rank of the j th loop , v the number of

independent loops and can be obtained from Euler

formula

v =m -n +1 , (2)
where n is the number of dots(links)in the g raph.

In this paper , only planar mechanisms w ith ξj=
3 are discussed.

The DOF of a mechanism is the number of

inputs needed fo r the mechanism to have definite

relative motion.

For planar mechanisms composed of only R pair

and P pair , Eq.(1)can be rew ri tten as

F = m -3v =3 n -2m -3. (3)

For example , the DOF of topological g raph in

Fig.1 is F =m -3 v =9-3×2=3.When the pai rs

R 1 , R 6 and R 9 are chosen to be inputs(it means the

motions of link 1 , link 5 and link 7 are given), the
motions of o ther links are co rrespondingly

determined.The edge corresponding to the input pai r

is called edge w ith source.

By the w ay , when all ranks of different loops are

not identical , the dependence cri terion between loops

w ith different rank has to be discussed
[ 2]
.

2.3　Basic graph

Defini tion:The graph w ith the DOF of 0 w hile

the DOF of each closed sub-graph is bigger than 0 is

called the basic g raph.

It is proved that the to tal number of basic g raphs

w ith v =1—4 is 33[ 1] .There is one basic g raph for

v =1 and v =2 , respectively , and 3 basic graphs for

v =3 , as show n in Fig.2.

For a mechanism whose DOF is F , when the F

inputs are given , the other parts of the g raph reduce

to a basic graph or a combination of basic g raphs.

It should be noted that a basic graph corresponds

to a basic kinematic chain(BKC).Basic graphs w ith

v =1—3 and their corresponding BKCs are shown in

Fig.3.

Fig.2.　Basic graphs w ith v =1—3 and the corresponding BKCs

degree κ.

Fig.3.　Connected graphs and thei r path unit s.
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3　Path unit and constraint degree of path

3.1　Decomposition of connected graph

A v-loop connected g raph can be regarded as v

path unit connected in sequence: The first

independent loop is formed by connect ing the two

ends of the f irst path unit;The second loop is formed

by adding the two ends of the second path unit to two

points of the fi rst independent loop;…;Generally ,
the j th independent loop is formed by adding the two

ends of the j th path unit to the existing (j -1)
connected independent loops;…;Until the v th

independent loop is formed by adding the tw o ends of

the v th path unit to the existing (v -1)connected

independent loops , as show n in Fig .3.This process

is w rit ten as

Graph(KC) ∑
v

j=1
Path j(SOC j), (4)

where Path j is the j th path uni t co rresponding to a

single-opened-chain (SOC)as shown in Fig.3.

3.2　Constraint deg ree of path

For all planar mechanisms the rank of each loop

is ξj =3 , the constraint deg ree of it s j th path is

defined as

Δj =mj -Ij -ξj = mj -Ij -3

=

Δ
-
j =-2 , -1;

Δ
0
j =0;

Δ
+
j =+2 , +1 , …,

(5)

where mj is the number of edges in the j th path uni t ,
and Ij is the number of edges w ith source in the j th

path uni t;Δ
-
j =-2 means the path unit only has

one edge wi thout source;Δ
-
j =-1 means the path

unit only has tw o edges w ithout source;Δ
0
j=0 means

the path unit only has three edges w ithout source;

Δ
+
j =+1 , +2 , …means the path unit only has four ,

five , … edges w ithout source respectively.

3.3　Constraint feature of paths of a graph

For mechanism with v independent loop , its
const raint deg ree Δj of path should satisfy the

following equation:

∑
v

j=1
Δj =0. (6)

Proof.Supposing the number of edges in the j th

path is m j and the number of edges with source is Ij ,

its const raint degree is

Δj =mj -Ij -3.

Considering Eq.(3) for all v path uni ts in the

connected g raph , there is

∑
v

j=1
Δj= ∑

v

j=1
{mj -Ij -3}

= ∑
v

j=1
mj -∑

v

j=1
Ij -3v

= m -F -3 v =0.

4　Coupling degree of a graph

4.1　Coupling deg ree of a g raph

For a connected graph wi th v independent

loops , according to Eq.(6), there is

k
＊ =∑

v

j =1
Δ
+
j =∑

v

j=1
|Δ

-
j |=

1
2 ∑

v

j=1
|Δj|.(7)

There may be more than one decomposition route

(v o rdered path uni ts) fo r one connected g raph.
Different decomposition routes may lead to dif ferent

coupling deg rees κ
＊
i according to Eq.(7).The

minimum value of all those κ
＊
i s is defined as the

coupling degree κof a connected graph

k =min{ki ,(i =1 , 2 , …)}

=
1
2
min ∑

v

j=1
|Δj| t

, 　t =1 ,2 ,3 , … , (8)

where k is the coupling deg ree of a connected g raph;
t means the t th decomposit ion route of the connected

g raph;min{·}means that the minimum value in the

brace is selected.

The phy sical meaning of coupling deg ree κ[ 1] :

κstands for the coupling degree among dif ferent

loops in a mechanism , i.e.the complexity of a

mechanism.Mechanism whose κis 0 is called simple

mechanism.Its kinematic and dynamic analysis can

be performed easily , namely each independent loop

can be solved independently in sequence. The

mechanism whose κ is bigger than 0 is called a

complex mechanism. It s kinematic or dynamic

analysis is relatively more complex .An equation set

has to be solved and the number of variables in the set

is equal to the coupling degree κof the mechanism.

4.2　Algorithm of the coupling degree κ

For a connected graph with DOF =F and F

edged w ith sources , the algorithm for calculation of κ
is:
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(i)From all loops of the graph , choose the loop

w ith minimum Δj as the f irst independent loop and

obtain Δ
(1)
1 .From all SOCs which may const ruct the

second independent loop , select the loop with

minimum Δj and obtain Δ
(1)
2 .…Generally , from all

SOCs which may const ruct the j th independent loop ,

select the loop w ith minimum Δj and obtain Δ
(1)
j .In

this way , Δ
(1)
v of the v th loop is obtained.That is

k
(1)= 1

2 ∑
v

j=1
|Δ

(1)
j |.

(ii)In a similar w ay , from the connected graph ,

select the loop whose const raint degree is Δ
(2)
1 =Δ

(1)
1

+1 as the first loop.The method for selecting the

o ther loops is the same as above and the corresponding

const raint deg ree Δ
(2)
2 , Δ

(2)
3 , …, Δ

(2)
j , … , Δ

(2)
v is

obtained.That is

k
(2)
=

1
2 ∑

v

j=1
|Δ

(2)
j |.

(iii)Repeat the process for calculation of k
(2),

we obtain k
(3), k(4), …, k(i-1).The coupling deg ree

of the connected g raph is

k =min{k(1), k(2), … , k(i-1)}. (9)

It is always the case that only k
(1)needs to be

calculated and there exist no k
(2), … , k(i-1), etc.

It should be pointed out that a connected graph

is decomposed into a series of sequential path units

w ith coupling deg ree κ.

For example , according to the above procedure

for calculation of κ, the connected graph in Fig.1 can

be decomposed into

SOC1{-R 1// R 2//R 3// R 4// R 5// R6 -}(R 1

and R 6 are two edges w ith source), Δ1=m 1-I1-3
=6-2-3=+1;

SOC2{-R7// R 8// R 9 -}(R 9 is an edge with

source), Δ2=m 2-I2-3=3-1-3=-1.

According ly , there is k =
1
2 ∑

v

j=1
 Δj =1.

It has been proved that the coupling deg ree κof
basic graph w ith v =1—4 is 0 , 1 or 2.All basic

g raphs w ith v =1—4 and their coupling deg ree κare
g iven in Figure 4.

There is a conjecture:for a planar mechanism

w ith ξj =3 of each loop , i ts coupling degree should

satisfy the following inequality

0 ≤κ≤ 1
2
v . (10)

We have checked many such mechanisms and all

of them satisfy the above inequality.However , there
is not any st rict mathematical derivation of this

inequality.

4.3　Determination of basic graph

A topological graph of a mechanism w ith F =0
may consist of several basic g raphs , and the basic

g raph is the minimum unit fo r kinematic o r dynamic

analysis.

The cri terion fo r determination of basic g raph is:

According to the calculation procedure of κ,
divide the g raph wi th F =0 into a series of path units

and calculate thei r constraint Δj.If Δj(j =1 , 2 , …,
v) can be divided successively into certain g roups

w ith the sum of their constraint deg ree being 0 and

none of these g roups can be further divided.Each
such g roup , then , corresponds to a basic g raph , i.e.

Δ1…Δs1;Δs
1
+1…Δs2;

　

…;
Δs

r
+1…Δv;

∑
s
1

j=1
Δj =0 ∑

s
2

j=(s
1
+1)
Δj =0

　

…;∑
v

j=(s
r
+1)
Δj =0　

　

.

Therefore , there is

Graph(KC) ∑
j

BG j(BKC j) (11)

where , BG j(BKC j)is the basic g raph corresponding

to the j th BKC.

5　Conclusions and discussions

(i)Some new concepts are proposed , such as

rank of loop , DOF of g raph , path unit and its order ,
constraint deg ree of path , coupling degree of g raph ,
basic g raph , etc.Formulae for calculat ion are given.

(ii) A new systematic theory for structure ,
kinematics and dynamics of mechanism is established

based on the above concepts:

1)An ordered-path-uni t method for topological

st ructure synthesis of mechanism is proposed[ 1 , 6 , 7] .
All types of basic g raph wi th v =1—4 are obtained

which are in total accordance w ith the results

obtained by finite g roup method[ 13] .The method

proposed in this paper can also obtain ordered path
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units and thei r coupling degree κand thus lay a

foundat ion fo r kinematic and dynamic analysis.

2)An ordered-path-unit method for kinematic

analy sis of mechanism is proposed
[ 1 , 8]

. The

dimension of the displacement equation set w hich is

derived in posi tive sequence of path units is reduced to

κ.For most planar mechanisms , κ=0 , or 1.When

k =0 , analy tic solutions to the mechanism can be

obtained.When k =1 , all real solutions can be

obtained using one dimensional searching method.

3)An ordered-path-uni t method fo r dynamic

analy sis of mechanism is proposed
[ 1 , 9]

. The

dimension of the inverse dynamic equation set w hich

is derived in negative sequence of path units is

reduced to κ.The dimension of the direct dynamic

equation set w hich is derived in positive sequence of

path uni ts is reduced to (F +κ).

The above contents form a new sy stematic

theo ry for planar mechanisms[ 1] .

The tw o different theo ries based on convent ional

g raph theory and the method proposed in this paper

are comparatively studied[ 11] .

4)For spatial mechanism (robo t mechanism),
three general equations (DOF equation , output

kinematic characteristic equation and coupling degree

equat ion) are obtained. Some new topological

characteristics derived from the above three equations

are also given.All these establish an effective

systematic theo ry for topological st ructure synthesis of

mechanism and thus make i t possible to realize the

creative st ructure design of robot mechanism and its

optimization[ 2] .More than 20 creat ive structure

design solutions , including about 100 new robot

st ructures , are patented.

Fig.4.　Basic graph wi th v=1—4 and it s coupling deg ree κ.

　　(iii)More applications of the concepts , together
w ith their calculations , are expected.Since the

theory of electric circuit used to be closely related

w ith g rapy theory , we hope the concepts here can

help develop the graph theo ry and broaden its use in

engineering field.

(iv)The concepts and their calculations proposed

in this paper need to be further studied.Especially ,

the follow ing problems need be solved first:

1)Mathemat ical expression of the topological

st ructure of the mechanism , for example , how to

express the posi tion and direction of a kinematic pair

axis in the topological g raph.

2)The general DOF formula of a mechanism

whose rank of loop is not identical among dif ferent
loops.The cri terion of relevance among loops w ith
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different ranks is involved.

3)How to prove the conjecture of κ' s upper

bound 0≤k≤
1
2
v for planar mechanisms.How to

determine this upper bound when the rank of loop is

not identical among loops(ξj=2—6).

4)A more eff icient algo rithm for calculat ion of

the coupling deg ree κ.
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